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Reverse Engineering Interpreted Applications 
Mohammed Nafiz ALMadhoun  

Introduction 
 

In this lab, we are going to talk about interpreted or hybrid applications, these applications are 

easier to reverse engineer, the point here is that there is a lot of information stored about the 

application so the runtime environment could run your program, for interpreted languages (JS, 

Python), you could easily read the programmer code, so you should know the language of the 

application you want to reverse engineer before you start, so you won’t waste your time 

reverse-engineering the native compiled code of the runtime environment instead of the user 

application. 

 

#1 Interpreted applications and Hybrid applications. 
 

As you’ve talked in the introduction, the interpreted applications are the applications that are 

written in an interpreted language like python or javascript, the code of the application might 

be wrapped inside a binary (compiled) application that runs the real application code (e.g. 

VSCode is an exe application but the application code is written in javascript), so you will just 

need to edit some resource files in a text editor. 

Talking about the hybrid application, these application are compiled into some intermediate 

language, for example java applications are compiled into bytecode, and the java runtime 

environment runs the bytecode (You can imagine as converting bytecode to machine code), the 

point here is that there are a lot of ways to convert this intermediate language into the original 

language (not the same code but almost the same), for java application, for example, you can 

use JD-GUI to convert the bytecode (or jar packages) to java source code. 

 

Figure 1: JD-GUI. 
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Another example for a hybrid language is C#, as every .net language is converted into something 

called CIL (Common intermediate language), you can use applications like ILSpy to see the 

source code of any application complied to CIL, and even you can a source code is written in 

C# in VB.Net, because the two languages have the same intermediate language. 

 

Figure 2: ILSpy. 

But be very aware, that if you want to edit the code don’t edit the high-level code, you will 

need to understand some of the intermediate languages, so when you edit the application you 

won’t recompile the source code into a different version of the intermediate language. 

The intermediate code is something between a high-level language and assembly language. 

 

#2 Unpacking Applications. 
 

The applications are always packed in some container, for example, for windows the 

applications are packed inside an exe file, and for android each application is packed inside an 

apk file, these are something like zip file, but sometimes the things are packed and compressed 

in some way, so you need some tools to do the decoding for you, in the exe example we can 

use an exe resource editor, in the case of an android application you can use the open-source 

program apktool, this tool takes an apk and extract the resources and convert the dex file (the 

file that contains the code) into a smali code (intermediate code), and you can use this tool 

again to pack the application again, the point here is to know that you need to unpack the 

applications. 

The apktool is a command-line tool, it’s a very simple tool. 

The dex file inside the android application could be converted into jar using another command-

line tool called dex2jar, so after that you can use the JD-GUI to see the source code. 

Note: I use an IDE called Virtuous Ten Studio, this application uses these tools and add some 

notes to the intermediate code (it’s just easier to use it). 
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Lab Tasks 
 

Task #1: Register your attendance in Event 1! 
 

In this task, you will need to pass the login screen in this android application, after that you 

will need to allow the insertion in a closed event in the application, the first even is close, the 

second and third one is an open event, you can register your attendance without any problems. 

 

   
 

Figure 3: Task 1 Application. 

Hints: 

• Edit the android application (Just some jumps). 

• Repack it and install it in your device (but don’t forget to remove the old version before 

installing the modified one). 

• Use the tools mentioned above (You will need to read some stuff to know how to use it, 

don’t expect from the lab to explain how to use a tool). 

• Virtuous Ten Studio contains many errors, but it’s open-source it’s very nice if you fix 

these errors ;) 

Attached Files: 
 

• IUGLab7.apk    // Task #1 Program. 

 

 

End of Lab #07 


